Maternal mortality in the United States: predictability and the impact of protocols on fatal postcesarean pulmonary embolism and hypertension-related intracranial hemorrhage.
The purpose of this study was to examine the efficacy of specific protocols that have been developed in response to a previous analysis of maternal deaths in a large hospital system. We also analyzed the theoretic impact of an ideal system of maternal triage and transport on maternal deaths and the relative performance of cause of death determination from chart review compared with a review of discharge coding data. We conducted a retrospective evaluation of maternal deaths from 2007-2012 after the introduction of disease-specific protocols that were based on 2000-2006 data. Our maternal mortality rate was 6.4 of 100,000 births in just >1.2 million deliveries. A policy of universal use of pneumatic compression devices for all women who underwent cesarean delivery resulted in a decrease in postoperative pulmonary embolism deaths from 7 of 458,097 cesarean births to 1 of 465,880 births (P = .038). A policy that involved automatic and rapid antihypertensive therapy for defined blood pressure thresholds eliminated deaths from in-hospital intracranial hemorrhage and reduced overall deaths from preeclampsia from 15-3 (P = .02.) From 1-3 deaths were related causally to cesarean delivery. Only 7% of deaths were potentially preventable with an ideal system of admission triage and transport. Cause of death analysis with the use of discharge coding data was correct in 52% of cases. Disease-specific protocols are beneficial in the reduction of maternal death because of hypertensive disease and postoperative pulmonary embolism. From 2-6 women die annually in the United States because of cesarean delivery itself. A reduction in deaths from postpartum hemorrhage should be the priority for maternal death prevention efforts in coming years in the United States.